IMPLEMENTING THE ALS MOBILIZATION REPORT
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YRJÖ LÄNSIPURO
AN ALS IS EXPECTED TO

- provide an e-mail address or a web link to be published as a contact point
AN ALS IS EXPECTED TO
- reference ICANN and At-Large on its publicly accessible web page
AN ALS IS EXPECTED TO

- appoint 2-4 representatives, one to be designated as prime, to act as contact points vis-à-vis At-Large and the RALO
AN ALS IS EXPECTED TO

- report biennially about its membership, leadership, linkages with ICANN and ICANN-related activities etc.
AN ALS IS EXPECTED TO
- distribute ICANN At-
Large updates to its members
AN ALS IS EXPECTED TO

- consider whether it can contribute, when specific issues are brought to its attention
OTHER PARTICIPATORY INVOLVEMENT

ALSeS may be encouraged to survey their members and provide lists of “areas of expertise” on which ALAC or RALO could request input or assistance. At-Large should set a “standard” survey format to ensure results that are comparable and readily combined into a single database.
OTHER PARTICIPATORY INVOLVEMENT

Participation in Internet Governance (multistakeholder) activities is often complementary with involvement with ICANN and At-Large. ALSes may wish to consider whether such involvement makes sense for them.